Days and Seasons Quiz

1. Put the pictures in order to make a sequence:
   2  5  4  3  1

2. What do you call a sequence that repeats itself?
   Cycle

3. Do the sun and the moon follow a sequence or a cycle?
   Sequence  Cycle

4. Circle the daytime words:
   A. sun  D. light  G. cool
   B. moon  E. dark  H. awake
   C. stars  F. warm  I. asleep

5. What is an activity we do in the daytime?
   Many possible answers.

6. What is an activity we do in the night time?
   Many possible answers.
7. Put the four seasons in order: 

```
spring  

summer  

winter  

fall    
```

8. Do the seasons follow a sequence or a cycle?

Sequence  Cycle

9. Draw a line to match the season to the description:

- The season that is the hottest: Winter
- The season that is the coldest: Spring
- The season when leaves turn colour: Summer
- The season when flowers bloom: Fall

10. Explain how the amount of light and heat changes throughout the day. Why does it change?

   In the morning there is some light and some heat. In the afternoon there is a lot of light and a lot of heat. In the evening there is some light and some heat. In the night there is little light and little heat.

   The reason it changes is because of the sun. The sun provides the Earth with light and heat. At night our part of the world does not face the sun.

   In the day our part of the world is facing the sun.